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XPhyto

Therapeutics

Corp. (CSE:XPHY)(OTCQB:XPHYF)(FSE:4XT) (“XPhyto” or the
“Company”), is pleased to announce that the Company has
completed a corporate rebranding and launched a new website
which can be viewed at www.xphyto.com.
The rebranding decision reflects the Company’s commitment to
operational achievement in 2021 as a number of product
development programs advance from the laboratory to the
clinic. As a bioscience accelerator at the leading-edge of the
life science industry, XPhyto is targeting value creation
through commercialization of its development pipeline and
focused investment in impact driven innovation.
“The Company is excited to introduce a fresh look at such a
pivotal point in our business growth,” said Hugh Rogers, CEO &
Director of XPhyto. “With all technical requirements
fulfilled, we are on the cusp of two major commercial
milestones related to our rapid point-of-care COVID-19 PCR
test system. With expected ISO certification and CE-IVD
approval pending, we are excited to enter the next phase of
our business with a positive, crisp and energetic new image.”
The Company will provide further information and updates in
due course. The Company is not making any express or implied
claims that its product has the ability to eliminate, cure or
contain the COVID-19 pandemic. Further, its COVID-19 related
test products are not yet approved and are still subject to
risks associated with the regulatory approval process.
About XPhyto Therapeutics Corp.

XPhyto Therapeutics Corp. is a bioscience accelerator focused
on next-generation drug delivery, diagnostic, and new active
pharmaceutical ingredient investment opportunities, including:
precision transdermal and oral dissolvable drug formulations;
rapid, low-cost infectious disease and oral health screening
tests; and standardization of emerging active pharmaceutical
ingredients for neurological applications, including
psychedelic compounds and cannabinoids. The Company has
research and development operations in North America and
Europe, with an operational focus in Germany, and is currently
focused on regulatory approval and commercialization of
medical products for European markets.
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Forward looking statements
This news release includes statements containing forwardlooking information within the meaning of applicable Canadian
securities law (“forward-looking statements”). Forward-looking
statements are frequently characterized by words such as
“develop”, “plan”, “continue”, “expect”, “project”, “intend”,
“believe”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “potential”, “propose”
and other similar words, or statements that certain events or
conditions “may” or “will” occur, and in this release include
the statement regarding the Company’s goal of building a

successful diagnostic, drug delivery, and medical cannabis
company. Forward-looking statements are only predictions based
on the opinions and estimates of management at the date the
statements are made and are subject to a variety of risks and
uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual events
or results to differ materially from those projected in the
forward-looking statements, including: that the Company may
not succeed in developing a commercial product; that the sale
of products may not be a viable business; that the Company may
be unable to scale its business; product liability risks;
product regulatory risk; general economic conditions; adverse
industry events; future legislative and regulatory
developments; inability to access sufficient capital from
internal and external sources, and/or inability to access
sufficient capital on favourable terms; currency risks;
competition; international risks; and other risks beyond the
Company’s control. The Company is under no obligation, and
expressly disclaims any intention or obligation, to update or
revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of
new information, future events or otherwise, except as
expressly required by applicable law. Neither the CSE nor its
Market Regulator (as that term is defined in the policies of
the CSE) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy
of this news release.

